Search based on the semantic annotation of an actor's port

Status: New  Start date: 01/25/2005
Priority: Normal  Due date:
Assignee: Shawn Bowers  % Done: 0%
Category: semantics  Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 3.X.Y  Spent time: 0.00 hour
Bugzilla-Id: 1918

Description

Related issues:
Blocks Kepler - Bug #1919: choose language for semantic annotations in kepler... New 01/25/2005
Blocked by Kepler - Bug #2033: provide indication of actor compatibility New 03/11/2005

History

#1 - 11/02/2005 01:45 PM - Matt Jones
prototype partially working but needs significant work on integrating with the kepler UI so that the search can be configured more transparently. Current UI is very confusing.

#2 - 03/27/2013 02:18 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 1918